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Abstract
With the increased

emphasis

on aircraft

safety,

enhanced

performance

and affordability,

and the

need to reduce the environmental
impact of aircraft, there are many new challenges
being faced by
the designers of aircraft propulsion
systems.
The Controls and Dynamics
Technology
Branch at
NASA

Glenn

Research

projects in partnership
and health management
being

developed

maj or research

Center

(GRC)

making

of the Controls

the concept

and Dynamics

following.
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Ohio, is leading

and participating

in various

with the U.S. aerospace industry and academia to develop advanced controls
technologies
that will help meet these challenges.
These technologies
are

with a view towards
activities

in Cleveland,

1

of "Intelligent
Technology

Engines"

Branch

a reality.

are described

The
in the
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The control

system

broad categories
tolerant control.
The traditional

enabling

technologies

- active component

propulsion

control

response to pilot PLA (power
In the past engine components
designed
control

for optimum

to another

advanced

system problem

Engines"
health

can be organized

management,

into three

and distributed

has been that of providing

a desired

fault

thrust

lever angle) commands
while maintaining
the safety of the engine.
such as combustors,
fans and compressors,
inlet, nozzle etc. are

component

design problem

for "Intelligent

control,

performance

has been to transition

in a most expedient

manner

within

some overall

the operating

without

system constraints

point of the engine

compromising

safety.

and the

from one set point

With the advancements

in

information
technologies,
the component
designers are beginning
to realize the potential of
including active control into their component
designs to help them meet more stringent design
requirements

and the need

for affordable

The need to have more reliable

and environmental

and safe engine

service,

friendly

to quickly

propulsion
identify

systems.

the cause

of current

or

future performance
problems
and take corrective
action, and to reduce the operating cost requires
development
of advanced diagnostic and prognostic
algorithms.
The objective for this technology
development

is to maximize

maintenance

system to a condition

the "on wing"
based

life of the engine

and to move

from a schedule

based

system.

Implementation
of of these concepts requires
control synthesis techniques,
and development

advancements
in the area of robust and adaptive
of new hardware such as smart sensors and

actuators.

to integration

diagnostics

Attention

will also need to be paid

technologies

from the current

analog
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with the control
control

systems

of the overall
to distributed
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of the active component

engine
control

system

which

architectures.

control

will require

and

moving

TheControlsandDynamicsTechnologyBranchatNASA GRCis activelyinvolvedin developing
technologies
thatwill helptheaerospace
industrymaketheconceptof an"IntelligentEngine"into
a reality. Themainfocusof the Branchis in developmentof technologies
for propulsioncontrol,
dynamicmodelingandhealthmanagementThevariousactivitiesof theBranchin thesethreemain
areasarelistedin the abovefigure. Thesearefurtherdescribedin thefollowing sections.All the
technologyeffortsarealignedwith NASA's goalsfor AerospaceTechnology.
It is importantto notethatdevelopmentof thecontrolsanddiagnostics
technologiesis amultidisciplinaryeffort. TheControlsandDynamicsTechnologyBranchworkscollaborativelywith
variousinternalorganizations
within NASA GlennResearch
Centerfor development,
implementationandvalidationof thetechnologies.Also,thereis a strongcollaborationwith
aerospace
propulsionindustryto ensurethattheproblemsbeingaddressed
arerelevantto the
industryandthatthetechnologies
beingdevelopedwill besuitablefor transitionintoa product.
Academicinstitutionsarea strongcontributortothetechnologydevelopmentefforts,speciallyin
conductingfundamentalresearchwhichhasapplicabilitytowardslong termgoals.
Thetechnologydevelopmenteffortsarecoordinatedwith otherNASA Centers,andtheDepartment
of Defenseto ensurethatthegovernmentresourcesareutilizedin themosteffectivemannerand
thereis no duplicationof efforts.
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For High Speed

Civil Transport,

the efficient

and safe operation

of the engine

requires

that the

leading shock at the engine inlet be maintained
within a narrow range of locations at the inlet face.
If the shock moves too far out in front of the inlet, it results in a phenomenon
called inlet "unstart"
where

there is no flow to the engine

aircraft.

The active inlet controls

and the engine

program

shuts down resulting

was being

conducted

in direct

in violent
support

motions

of the

of the NASA

High Speed Research (HSR) program which was developing
technologies
for a future
commercially
and environmentally
viable supersonic
civil transport aircraft.
The

objective

multivariable
designed

of the active inlet control
control

to include

systems

is to develop

for supersonic

inlet unstart

prevention,

and validate

mixed-compression
automatic

restart,

dynamic

models

inlets.

The control

distortion

minimization

and advanced
system will be
and

inlet/engine
integrated
control. The technologies
are to be demonstrated
through wind-tunnel
on scaled versions of variable geometry inlet concepts developed by Boeing. Some of the
challenges

in implementing

shock position
position

and developing

from pressure
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active inlet control
accurate

models

are determining
of inlet operation

measurements.
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the best effectors

tests

for controlling

to be able to estimate

shock

the
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For aircraft

engines

a safety margin,

called

the stability

margin,

is built into the operation

of the

engine to prevent inception of fan/compressor
stall due to inlet distortions caused by aircraft
maneuvers
or atmospheric
disturbances.
This stability margin results in a performance
penalty
being

paid even at low distortion

estimated
margins
Specific
NASA

that being

under such low distortion
Fuel Consumption.
GRC in partnership
Dryden

for on-line

active management

advanced

control
manner.

technologies
referred

conditions

can result

Center

of the engine
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stability

active control
(High

Stability

and evaluated

(Advanced

Control

in reduction

Air Force, McDonnell

developed

and demonstrated
margin.

of engine
Engine

of 2% of more in

Douglas

Aerospace
to allow

include

algorithms,
estimation of
and implementation
of
operating

Control)

point in a safe and time

program,

the critical

in flight tests on a modified

F-15 aircraft

Technologies

Vehicles)
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have

low stability

technologies

The technologies

of engine inlet distortion estimation
to inlet distortion, and development

were demonstrated

companies

operating

the HISTEC

to as the ACTIVE

Engine

so as to safely maintain

logic that will allow
Under

such as cruise.

the engine

Flight Research

development
and validation
stability margin sensitivities

conditions

control

with Pratt & Whitney,

and NASA

critical

operating

able to actively

for Integrated

which

aircraft.

is
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Sl:_ed Line

Mass

Flow

e-,_i_

The peak

efficiency

rs_

operating

stall line as shown

..........

point of a turbine

in the above figure.

engine

compressor

In order to prevent

is very near the compressor

catastrophic

stall from occurring

during

large transients, the engine is operated with a large safety margin. If the compressor
can be safely
operated closer to the designed compressor
peak efficiency then it will result in increased engine
efficiency

and reduced

As shown

in the above figure,

thus allowing

engine

safe operation

cost leading

to significant

the compressor

savings

in aircraft

stall line can be moved

at peak efficiencies.

The active

fuel costs.

up through

stall control

active control

is obtained

by sensing

pressure changes at the inlet face of the compressor
which will indicate flow distortion that is the
precursor to stall, and activating high bandwidth
flow valves located around the circumference
of
the compressor

that blow high pressure

The challenges

for implementation

stall phenomenon

air to counter

of active stall control

that can be used for control

500Hz) actuators for controlling
flow valves
actuating schemes for stall control.
The active
academia

stall control

program

at NASA

with strong participation

design,

distortion,
injection
range

to demonstrate
and simulating

the effects

in the front stages.

of the compressor
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environment
were recently

on a multiple
of bleeding

These results

can be achieved

the effectiveness

program
Institute

by active

stage compressor
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that substantial
stall control

it builds

of different

of Technology).

in the presence
of the compressor

technology.

of the

(of the order of

with industry

extension

up to stall.

models

at NASA GRC for a single
completed
in collaboration

air from rear stages

indicate

accurate

high bandwidth

GRC is a cooperative

from MIT (Massachusetts

the technology

before

are developing

developing

and understanding

control has been demonstrated
in the laboratory
speed compressor.
Experimental
investigations
industry

the flow distortion

and
Active

stall

stage high
with
of inlet
for

in safe operating

Anotherrepresentative
technologyfor intelligentenginesis SmartVanesresearch.This
researchis beingconductedin collaborationwith Honeywell,andIllinois Instituteof Technology
andis beingpartiallyfundedby DARPA(DefenseAdvancedResearch
ProjectsAgency).The
goalof SmartStatorVanesis toprovideenablingtechnologyfor intelligentenginesby
diagnosingandeliminatingseparation
onthesuctionsideof statorvanes.It is particularly
beneficialin highly loadedcompressors.
Althoughworkreportedhereis focusedprimarily onthe
compression
system,smartvanescanhavebenefitsin boththefront andrearof the engine.
Thesevanesareproposedasareplacement
for inletguidevanesandadjustablestatorsandwill
eliminatethecomplexityandweightassociated
with thethesemechanicalcomponents.As part
of this approach,air, injectedthroughthetrailing edgeof avane,is usedtoturn theflow rather
thanturningtheflow by mechanicalmeans.In addition,airblown throughholesin thesurfaceof
thebladecanreduceor eliminateblockagedueto separation
thatcanoccuronthesuctionsideof
theblade. Bothsteadyandunsteadyapproaches
arebeinginvestigated.To date,theunsteady
blowing showsthemostbenefitandit requireslessflow thansteadyinjection. In a current
application,fluidic actuators(lowerright) embedded
in thevanearebeingusedto oscillatethe
theflow producinganunsteadyboundaryconditionatthebladesurfaceor trailing edge.Future
effortswill focusonclosed-loopcontrolof separation
by couplingaseparationsensorwith
controllawsanda valve.
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The three main areas of interest in the active control of aircraft engine combustion
systems
pattern factor control, emission minimizing
control and combustion
instability control.
The Burner
average

Pattern

Factor

temperature

the burner
decreased

as the ratio of the difference

inlet to the average

development

sensors

models

approach

the maximum

at the turbine

for more efficient

for the harsh

engine

that can be used for control

to actively

control

the fuel/air

environment,
design,

mixture

and

inlet. Reducing

fuel burning,

design, it is possible to reduce the NOx (Nitrogen Oxide)
of the fuel/air mixture.
The challenges
for this technology

of emission

NOx production

between

temperature

pattern factor through active control will allow
emissions and increased life of turbine blades.

For a given combustor
through active control

suitable

is defined

at the turbine

are:

emission
are

development

and in investigating

of simplified
the most

ratio.

As the requirements
for reducing emissions become more stringent, the combustor designs
move towards a "lean" burning solution where the fuel/air mixture is richer in air to allow for
complete

combustion

thermo-acoustic

of the fuel.

driven

pressure

more efficient combustor
has been at the laboratory
thermal-acoustic
demonstrate

instability

the feasibility
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Such combustor
oscillations.

designs

Active

control

are prone

to instability

of such oscillations

due to
will allow for

designs. Very little research has been done in this area and most of it
stage. The NASA GRC effort will lead to improved modeling of the
for actual

combustors

of active control

in an engine

of this instability
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environment,
through

engine

and will
tests.
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NASA GRC is working in collaboration
with Pratt & Whitney (P&W) and United Technologies
Research Center (UTRC) to develop and demonstrate
technologies
for the active suppression
of
thermo-acoustic
UTRC
actual

instability.

As part of this effort, a single nozzle

which has the capability
engine

to duplicate

the

thermo-acoustic

combustor

rig was developed

instability

that was observed

at
in an

test.

In order to suppress instabilities,
it is necessary to modulate the fuel flow entering this
representative
combustor at roughly 600 Hz (function of combustor
length). A valve was
developed

in conjunction

frequency

modulations

with Georgia

in fuel flow. An actuator

to identify the dynamic characteristics
control design development.
Another
system

critical

component

can attenuate

The fuel delivery

Tech which

generated

system was modeled

system.

A 1-D CFD (Computational
accurately

simulates

used to develop
demonstration

Fluid Dynamics)

the thermo-acoustic

instability

suppression

of high frequency
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model

instability
control

instability

An improperly

these attenuation

characteristics

laws using advanced
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is planned

high

can be used for

fuel delivery

the control

rig is currently

of the combustor

suppression

models

designed

and render

understand

testing of the high frequency actuator in the combustion
adequate effectiveness
of fuel modulation.

the required

rig was built up at GRC to be able

so that the actuator

by the valve

to better

of generating

characterization

of the valve

is the fuel delivery

perturbations

is capable

system

effects,

being

and open loop

conducted

to ensure

rig was developed

of the rig.
control

which

This model

methods.

for the near future.

ineffective.

is being

Experimental
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With the recent
developing

emphasis

technologies

increasing

on reducing

the time between

How the engine
propulsion

system while maintaining
damage
NASA

parameters,
accrued

components
demonstrated
ongoing

and hence

NASA/T_2002-211590

engineer

the concept

Shuttle

and validate

impact

is interested

to operate

on the life of the components.

attempts
Recent

to get the maximum

studies have shown

while having

can have
no noticeable

of Life Extending

performance

maximizing

cost, the industry

and its component

inlet temperature,

components

the desired

for the Space

to develop

has a severe

design

safe operation.

by engine

to achieve

operating

in

longer

thus

overalls.

such as turbine

GRC has developed

is designed

engine

is controlled

system control

operating

engine

that will allow the engine

the usable

while
engine

Main Engine

this technology

Control

minimizing
life.

through
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change
where

engine

on engine
on the

in engine performance.
the engine

the damage
simulations.
propulsion

impact

the

out of the

that small changes

a significant

The feasibility

for airbreathing

Typically,

performance

accrued

control

in engine

of this concept
Efforts
systems.

system

was

are currently

NASA GRCis pursuingdevelopmentof bothneartermandlongtermtechnologiesfor extending
thelife of enginecomponents
throughsmartcontrol. Theneartermapproachto Life Extending
Controlis newcontrolconcept,calledsmartaccelerationlogic,thatwill includefactorsfor engine
damageaspartof thecontrolfunction. Duringtake-off,whenthepilot pushesthethrottleto move
theenginefromidle to maximumthrust,theenginecontrolgenerates
a fuelflow commandbased
on acceleration
logic thatensuresthatthemaximumthrustis achievedwithin a timelimit based
on FAA (FederalAviation Authority)requirements.Theenginecomponents
accumulatedamage
duringthistransientdueto thequickandlargechangesin temperature
andaerodynamicloads.By
adjustingthe acceleration
logic suchthatthetime to achievemaximumthrustisjust within the
FAA requirements,
thetemperature
andloadchangeson theenginecomponents
canbekeptto the
minimumrequiredto meettheperformance.Thiswill resultin reduceddamageaccumulationfor
eachtake-offandhenceincreasetheamountof time theenginecanstayon theaircraftbeforea
major overhaulis required.
Thesmartacceleration
logic,developedby NASA, ScientificMonitoringInc. andHoneywell,was
successfullyintegratedin a flight-gradeenginecontrolleranddemonstrated
onHoneywell'sfullenvelope,real-timesimulatorfor anadvanced
enginefor short-haulaircraft. Thishardware-inthe-loopdemonstration
is animportantstepin assuringthattheIntelligentLife ExtendingControl
logic will performin realworkingenvironments.
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Tobe abletocorrectlyandreliablyidentifyenginesystemfaultsandtakeappropriatecorrective
actionis criticalfor safeandefficientoperationof thepropulsionsystem.Aircraft operatorshave
usedmodel-based
gasturbineengineconditionmonitoringsystemsin ground-based
applications
to trendengineperformancefromrecordedenginemeasurements.
Recentdevelopments
in
adaptiveon-boardenginemodelshavenowmadeit possibletoconsiderreal-timeengine
conditionmonitoringandoptimizationof enginecontrolto accommodate
off-nominalengine
behavior.Model-BasedControlsandDiagnostics(MBCD) consistsof areal-timeon-board
aerothermodynamic
enginemodelincorporatedinto theenginecontrolarchitectureasshownin
thefigureabove.Suchandarchitectureprovidesseveralbenefitsincludingcontinuousreal-time
trendingof enginehealth,synthesized
sensorvalueswhichcanbeusedin sensorvalidationlogic,
andestimatesof theunmeasurable
engineparameters
suchasthrustandcomponentstability
marginswhichcanbe usedin feedbackcontrollogic.
NASA GRCis workingin collaborationwith GeneralElectricAircraftEngines(GEAE)to extend
MBCD technologytoprovideprognosticanddiagnosticcapabilityandfault accommodation
in
thepropulsionsystem,therebypreventingor reducingtheseverityof potentiallysignificantsafety
failures. Theaviationsafetyconcernsincludethelossof control,controlledflight into terrain,or
rejectedtakeoffscausedby thepilot's incorrectresponseto enginemalfunctions.Theemphasisof
this activityis topreventin-flight shutdownsandenginesurgeeventsin orderto enhance
propulsionsafety.However,a continuouson-boardmonitoringsystemprovidesadditional
benefits.Forexample,earlydetectionof incipientfailurescanpreventmorecostlyfailuresfrom
occurring,andcanreducetheunplannedmaintenance
andengineremovals.
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A wealth of aircraft turbine engine data is available from a variety
sensor measurements,
operating histories, and component
models.
will become
turbine

engine

available,

as advanced

systems.

from these disparate
regarding the health

prognostic

The challenge

sensors

of sources including on-board
Furthermore
additional data

are incorporated

is how to maximize

into next generation

the meaningful

information

gas

extracted

data sources to obtain enhanced diagnostic
and prognostic
information
and condition of the engine. To address this challenge, NASA GRC and

Pratt Whitney (P&W) are working
data/information
fusion.
Data fusion is the integration

collaboratively

to plan and conduct

of data from multiple

sources

to achieve

research

in the area of

improved

accuracy

and

more specific inferences
than can be obtained form the use of a single source of information.
Techniques
for data fusion are drawn from a wide range of areas including artificial intelligence,
pattern

recognition,

engine

Prognostic

and Health

and statistical

Management

estimation.

missed

detections,

improving

engine

Data fusion will enhance
system

diagnostics

capabilities

for accurate

aircraft

by reducing
isolation

gas turbine

false alarms

of faults,

and

and improving

engine prognostics
for the accurate assessment
of component
life consumption
and prediction
of
impending anomalies.
These enhancements
will directly support NASA and industry aeronautic
strategic

goals of reduced

NASA/T_2002-211590

operating

cost, increased
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safety

and increased

reliability.
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In the current aviation system airplanes,
the pilot serves the critical function of integrating
the
propulsion system control with the flight control. The only exceptions
to this are the "autothrottle"
system which is deployed as part of the auto-pilot
and is limited to operation
at cruise under fair
weather
conditions,
and the "autoland"
system which is limited to landing
under favorable
conditions.
Developing
technologies
for autonomous
accomplishment
of propulsion
system
control, diagnostics
and prognostics
functions
is critical for enabling highly or fully autonomous
operation of airplanes.
NASA

GRC has initiated

Autonomous
propulsion

a new multi-year

Propulsion
control,

System

diagnostics

operation of the propulsion
control.
The technologies
which

is representative

This effort will leverage
other government

Technology

(APST).

and prognostics

effort

for developing

The APST project

technologies

and demonstrating
will develop

that will enable

and mature

autonomous

system based on commands
generated from an autonomous
flight
will be developed with a goal to demonstrate
them on a flight test bed

of a large UAV (Uninhabited
upon the various

agencies

NASA/T_2002-211590

research

Air Vehicle)

other technology

in the area of propulsion
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control

for commercial

development

efforts

and diagnostics.

application.
within NASA

and

NASA GRChasbeenvery activein thedevelopmentof thehealthmanagement
technologiesfor
spacetransportationpropulsionsystems.An importantelementof thehealthmanagement
programis thePostTest/Post-Flight
diagnosticsystem.Theobjectiveof this systemis to
significantlyreducethecostandtime associated
with reviewandanalysisofpost-testandpostflight data.Thesystemincorporates
technologies
for modelbasedsensorvalidation,event
detectionto identifyandisolatefailuresandexpertbasedknowledgefor earlyindicationof
componentdegradation.TheNASA GRCdevelopedsystemhasa modulararchitecturethat
enablesapplicabilityof thesystemtopropulsionsystemsotherthanthecurrentlyimplemented
SpaceShuttleMainEngine.
A user-friendlyposttestdiagnosticsystem(PTDS)for theSpaceShuttleMainEnginehasbeen
developedanddeliveredto MarshallSpaceFlight Center.ThisPTDSsystemis now apartof the
regulardataprocessingandreviewstreamfor all shuttleflightsandenginestests.ThePTDS
systemwasmodifiedandaugmented
for applicationto thelinearaerospikeenginefor theX-33
singlestageto orbittechnologydemonstration
vehicle.Thissystemwasto Rocketdyne
in time for
it to beusedfor all thetestfiringsof theengine.BasedonthePTDSperformanceduringthese
tests,Rocketdyneestimated
thata fully evolvedPTDSwouldreducetestturnaroundtime from
13daysto onedayandwouldimproveengineflight turnaroundtimeby anorderof magnitude.
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In conclusion,
control design
working

the above
engineers.

figure lists the major challenges
currently
The Controls and Dynamics
Technology

in strong partnership

the propulsion

control

with industry,

technologies

and other government

that will help NASA

aviation that have been set by the NASA
Office of Aero-Space
Technology.
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being faced by the propulsion
Branch at NASA GRC is
agencies

meet the aggressive
in the strategic

roadmap

to develop

goals for civil
for the NASA

